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Abstract

The article reviews the peculiarities in the biographies of some Russian church leaders. The
author shows that successful church and administrative career demanded more than patronage
of the representatives of political and church elite. The latter only paved the monk’s way to
consecration. To enter the narrow circle from which the candidates were elected demanded
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observation of other rules: usually, monastic vows taken at early age, lengthy monastic service
(30 years in the least), as well as education (knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, Patristic
literature and hagiography, basics of worship). The noble origin didn’t play any significant role.
The author have managed to discover only four bishops (out of 120) belonging to aristocratic
families from the Boyar Duma. The article notes several exemptions of these rules: the
Novgorod archbishop Serapion I (1506–09), metropolitan Afanasii (1564–66), metropolitan
Dionisii (1581–86), and also the Kazan metropolitan (1589–1606) and later patriarch
(1606–1612) Germogen became heads of their dioceses after a short monastic service (1 to
several years). Some were under the patronage of grand princes. However, their successful
career cannot be explained by that reason only. It has been established that in some cases
there was a special variant of the church career. These 4 representatives of the church elite
began their careers as white priests, thus obtaining the necessary knowledge and skills to head
of the church. They differ from other monks belonging to other social groups who spent decades
on obtaining the necessary knowledge and skills. The study of the biography of the Vologda
archbishop (1588–1603) and the Rostov metropolitan (1603–1604/1605) Iona (Dumin) gives
reason to suppose that he also belonged to the white clergy group. The author demonstrates
that the 16th century saw an emergence of this tendency (when the representatives of the white
clergy took higher positions in the church hierarchy), which manifested itself more clearly in the
18th and 19th centuries. If in the 16th century white clergy numbered about 43% of bishops, by
late 19th century their proportion reached 87,67%.
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